
Series 8600 & 8700

Deluxe Vinyl Windows

Pictured above Series 8602 • Arched Top Cathedral Window with Optional V-Grooving.
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U ltimate Elegance and Superb Styling
are characteristic of Motion’s “Exquisite Selections”

Series of Deluxe Vinyl Windows and Doors.
The “E.S. Series” let’s you surround yourself with 

luxurious choices and the finest quality.  Indulge yourself 
and your home with deluxe vinyl windows 
constructed of heavy duty vinyl extrusions.

While vinyl is a natural insulator; when combined with 
multi-chambering, it provides superior protection against 

heat transfer~ making your windows highly energy 
efficient, while adding strength and rigidity for greater 

performance and longevity.
Our heavy-walled extruded vinyl frames are mitered and

fusion welded, making them sturdy and structurally sound.  
Vinyl is chemically engineered to hold up to the 

challenges of the outdoors.  It is resistant to atmospheric 
pollutants, corrosion and the harshness of sunlight without 
flaking, blistering, rusting, rotting, pealing or swelling. It’s 

natural beauty is durable and long lasting 
even in the harshest climates.

Motion’s “Exquisite Selections” Deluxe Vinyl Windows 
offer an extensive array of standard and custom features 
such as energy saving glass options, internal grids, custom 

“V-Grooving”, Geometric Shapes, Horizontal Sliding, 
Single & Double Hung, Casement and Awning window 

designs and configurations.
The luxurious look and styling of our deluxe vinyl windows 

makes them the preferred choice by those with the most 
discriminating eye.  Over 45 years of technology and 

experience, combined with a commitment to excellence
make Motion Windows Products your finest choice for 

luxurious and long lasting Vinyl Windows.

Motion Windows . . . the preferred choice!



Series 8160 Bay Window • Shown with casement flankers 
and optional 3/4” flat grids.

Multi-point locking bar
insures uniform vent 

locking, air-tightness and
security.

Operators and 
swing cam latch offer 
state-of-the-art smooth
operation & durability.

45O Mullion securely joins
windows together 

providing an attractive 
finished appearance.

Special
screen corner with
concealed plungers
hold screens firmly
in place, eliminating

the need for
unsightly thumb

turn clips.



Series 8600 Horizontal Sliding Window
Shown with Clear Insulated Glass and Optional 1” Sculptured Grids



Dual brass rollers on a stainless steel
axle are contained in a nylon housing

for smooth & reliable operation.

Euro designed cam-lock with 
concealed keeper.

Series 8600 Horizontal Sliding Window
CROSS SECTION DETAILS

❥❥ 1” Nail-fin located 1” set-back for

stucco applications (shown).

❥❥ Block frame with or without sloped

sill and Retro-fit frame available.

❥❥ Anti-lift preventing vent removal

while in closed/locked position.

❥❥ Fusion welded frame and vent

panel corners.

❥❥ Fin seal weatherstripping for 

air tightness.

❥ ❥ 3/4” overall insulated glass 

featuring the “Intercept” warm 

edge glazing system. 

(Optional glass types available.)

❥❥ European designed cam-lock with

concealed keeper.

❥❥ Extruded glazing bead.

❥❥ Dual brass rollers with stainless

steel axle.

❥❥ Snap-in bottom track for easy 

replacement.

❥❥ Multi-chamber frame for structural

strength and energy efficiency.

❥❥ Surpasses AAMA/NWWDA

101/I.S.2-97 specifications and has

an LC-25 rating.

Net Frame Sizes: Nail-on Windows = Callout minus 3/8” width and height.
Rough Opening Sizes = Callout Sizes.

Integral, 
extruded finger
pull for easy

grip & 
operation.

Sculptured 
frame design.

3” overall 
depth tapering 

to 2 3/4”.

SPECIFICATIONS
Horizontal Sliding Windows

W I D T H

XO Units
XOX Units

SIZE CHART • NAIL-ON
Horizontal Sliding Windows

GENERAL: Windows shall be Series 8600 Horizontal Sliding Windows as described in
this brochure.  They shall meet and exceed AAMA/NWWDA 101/I.S.2-97, LC-25 Ratings
and shall be manufactured by Superior Window Products.

MATERIALS: All frame and sash members shall be manufactured of extruded high
impact resistant, UV stabilized, rigid polyvinyl chloride (P.V.C.).  All frame members 
shall be multi-chambered.  Sliding windows will contain a removable P.V.C. track for
convenient cleaning and maintenance.

WEATHERSTRIPPING: Continuous polypropylene pile weatherstripping with center fin
membrane, is inserted around the perimeter of the sliding panel to form a continuous
barrier.

CONSTRUCTION: Frame and sliding panel are miter cut and fusion welded.  Operating
sash is removable in open position.  Sill shall contain weep hole slots for efficient water
drainage to the exterior.

GLAZING: Windows are constructed to allow for either shop or field glazing.  Insulated
glass shall be double pane and sealed using the “Intercept” warm edge system.  Glass
shall be 3/4” overall.  Windows are to be glazed from the exterior.

HARDWARE: The moving sash shall interlock into the meeting rail when fully closed.  
A European Designed Cam Lock shall engage into a concealed keeper mounted on the
meeting rail.  Anti-lift blocks located in the head prevent the operating sash from being
removed while in the locked position.  The operating panel shall have dual brass rollers
riding on a stainless steel axle contained in a nylon housing.

SCREENS: Screen frames are to be rollformed tubular aluminum, with a baked painted
finish, color to be compatible with the P.V.C. frames. Screen cloth shall be 18x16 charcoal
fiberglass mesh.  Screens are intended to provided reasonable insect control and are not
for security or retention of objects or persons.
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Series 8700 Tilt Sash Single Hung Window
Shown with Clear Insulated Glass and Optional Polished,

Marginal Pattern, “V”-Groove Designer Glass.
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Net Frame Sizes: Nail-on Windows = Callout minus 3/8” width and height.
Rough Opening Sizes = Callout Sizes.

SIZE CHART
Single Hung Tilt Sash Windows

SPECIFICATIONS
Single Hung Tilt Sash Windows

NET
FRAME

SIZE

Adjustable spiral balances are 
concealed in the jambs for tilt-in

sash capability.

Our trim-line Tilt Latches are
designed for easy operation.

Series 8700 Single Hung Window
CROSS SECTION DETAILS

❥❥ Multi-chamber frame for structural
strength and energy efficiency.

❥❥ Track cover at head and jambs
give windows a finished appearance.

❥ ❥ 3/4” overall insulated glass 
featuring the “Intercept” warm 

edge glazing system. 
(Optional glass types available.)

❥❥ European designed cam-lock with
concealed keeper.

❥❥ Meeting rail and vent interlocker 
re-inforced with aluminum extrusion.

❥❥ Removable screen from either
inside or outside.

❥❥ Extruded glazing bead.
❥❥ Integral, extruded finger pull.
❥❥ Adjustable, concealed spiral 

balances.
❥❥ Surpasses AAMA/NWWDA

101/I.S.2-97 specifications and has
an R-25 rating.

❥❥ Fin seal weatherstripping for 
air tightness.

❥❥ Fusion welded frame and vent
panel corners.

❥❥ 1” Nail-fin located 1” set-back for
stucco applications (shown).

❥❥ Block frame with or without sloped
sill and Retro-fit frame available.

Sculptured 
frame design.

3” overall 
depth tapering 

to 2 3/4”.

GENERAL: Windows shall be Series 8700, tilt-sash Single Hung, as described in this
brochure.  They shall meet and exceed AAMA/NWWDA 101/I.S.2-97, R-25 Ratings and
shall be manufactured by Superior Window Products.

MATERIALS: All frame and sash members shall be manufactured of extruded high
impact resistant, UV stabilized, rigid polyvinyl chloride (P.V.C.).  All frame members 
shall be multi-chambered.  The frame shall have extruded head and balance covers 
giving the interior a finished appearance.

WEATHERSTRIPPING: Continuous polypropylene pile weatherstripping with center fin
membrane, is inserted around the perimeter of the sash to form a continuous barrier.

CONSTRUCTION: Frame and operating sash are miter cut and fusion welded.
Operating sash may tilt into the house by disengaging the tilt latches.  Sash will pivot
on pivot bar which is positioned in the pivot lock shoe.  Operating sash may be
removed by re-positioning the pivot block.  Sill shall contain weep hole slots for efficient
water drainage to the exterior.

GLAZING: Windows are constructed to allow for either shop or field glazing.  Insulated
glass shall be double pane and sealed using the “Intercept” warm edge system.  Glass
shall be 3/4” overall.  Windows are to be glazed from the exterior.

HARDWARE: The moving sash shall interlock into the meeting rail when fully closed.  
A European Designed Cam Lock shall engage into a concealed keeper mounted on the
meeting rail.  Trim-line tilt latches are mechanically joined to the interlock stile and 
operated when sash is to be tilted into the house.  Spiral balances are used to maintain
proper tension on each vent.

SCREENS: Screen frames are to be rollformed tubular aluminum, with a baked painted
finish, color to be compatible with the P.V.C. frames. Screen cloth shall be 18x16 charcoal
fiberglass mesh.  Screens are intended to provided reasonable insect control and are not
for security or retention of objects or persons.






